REGULATION NO. 2005/41

AMENDING UNMIK REGULATION 1999/3
ON THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE CUSTOMS
AND OTHER RELATED SERVICES IN KOSOVO

The Special Representative of the Secretary General,

Pursuant to the authority given to him under the United Nations Security Council resolution Number 1244 (1999) of 10 June 1999,

Taking into account United Nations Interim Administration Mission in Kosovo (UNMIK) Regulation No. 1999/1 of 25 July 1999, as amended, on the Authority of the Interim Administration in Kosovo and the Customs Code of Kosovo (UNMIK Regulation No. 2004/1 of 30 January 2004),

In conformity with section 8.1 (c) and (f) of the Constitutional Framework for Provisional Self-Government in Kosovo (UNMIK Regulation No. 2001/9 of 15 May 2001),

Having promulgated UNMIK Regulation No. 1999/3 of 21 August 1999, as amended, on the Establishment of the Customs and other Related Services in Kosovo,

Having promulgated UNMIK Regulation No. 2005/11 of 28 February 2005 amending Section 2 of UNMIK Regulation No. 1999/3, as amended, in order to provide for prohibitions concerning importation of goods into Kosovo in Annex IV,

For the purpose of amending Annex IV of UNMIK Regulation 1999/3, as amended, in order to provide for a prohibition of importation of weapons, parts and accessories thereof, including explosives, and armoured fighting vehicles and parts thereof, into Kosovo,

Hereby promulgates the following:
Section 1
Amendment

As of the date on which the present Regulation enters into force, Annex IV to UNMIK Regulation No. 1999/3, as amended, shall be replaced by Annex IV to the present Regulation.

Section 2
Entry into Force

The present Regulation shall enter into force on 1 September 2005.

Søren Jessen-Petersen
Special Representative of the Secretary-General
ANNEX IV

The following shall be prohibited:

a. - The importation for release for free circulation, and the release for free circulation from any customs warehousing, inward processing, processing under customs control or temporary admission procedure of any motor vehicle first registered inside or outside of Kosovo 8 or more years ago, which is at present not registered in Kosovo and which is classified under the goods nomenclature code 8703 with the description “Motor cars and other motor vehicles principally designed for the transport of persons (other than those of heading 8702), including station wagons and racing cars”.

b. - The importation into Kosovo of any weapon as defined by UNMIK Regulation No. 2001/7 of 21 February 2001 and parts and accessories thereof and classified under the goods nomenclature code 93 with the description “Arms and ammunition; parts and accessories thereof” except as authorized by or under the authority of UNMIK or KFOR. Exemptions for certain classes of weapons may be granted in appropriate cases by the SRSG on the recommendation of the Customs Service through the issuance of an Executive Decision.

c. - The importation into Kosovo of any explosives as defined by UNMIK Regulation No. 2001/7 of 21 February 2001 and classified under the goods nomenclature codes 3601, 3602 and 3603 with the description “Propellent Powders”, “Prepared explosives, other than propellent powders” and “Safety fuses; detonating fuses; percussion or detonating caps, igniters; electric detonators” by any person not holding a Special Operations Permit issued pursuant to section 39 of UNMIK Regulation No. 2005/3 of 21 January 2005 on Mines and Minerals in Kosovo.

d. - The importation into Kosovo of vehicles classified under the goods nomenclature code 871000 with the description “Tanks and other armoured fighting vehicles, motorized, whether or not fitted with weapons, and parts of such vehicles” by any person except for KFOR.